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INTRODUCTION
Stirling Dickinson and Emigdio Ledesma Pérez both arrived in San 
Miguel de Allende, a small town nestled in the folds of Guanajuato’s 
eastern sierra, in 1937. Like many others who journeyed to San Miguel 
by train during that era, Dickinson and Ledesma recalled being some-
what anxious as they waited on the station platform, straining to see 
some sign of the town and its inhabitants in the predawn darkness.1 
They arrived during a pivotal time: residents of the town, with a 
population of just under nine thousand, were searching for a path 
forward after nearly a decade of violence and economic decline. Both 
of these men would play an important role in charting San Miguel’s 
new paths. Each would spend the rest of his life there; both became 
beloved figures in local cultural and civic life.
Yet their trajectories reveal two fundamentally different visions 
for San Miguel. Ledesma’s family arrived after his father had been 
recruited along with other workers from Mexico City to help boost 
production at San Miguel’s textile factory, Fábrica La Aurora. Ledesma, 
whose lanky figure belied his nickname, El Gordo, followed in his 
father’s footsteps and also worked in the factory, ascending the 
ranks as a skilled mechanic and serving as a representative of the 
textile workers’ union. He is perhaps best known for his work to 
preserve and sustain numerous religious traditions and festivities 
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that characterized twentieth- century working- class Catholic life in 
San Miguel.2 By contrast Stirling Dickinson was an American son of 
privilege, a Princeton graduate from a wealthy Chicago family who 
came to San Miguel after a tip from Hollywood fi lm star José Mojica. 
Dickinson later recalled that San Miguel’s historic architecture had 
immediately enchanted him, and within two weeks of his arrival he 
had purchased and begun renovating the ruins of an old tannery on a 
hill overlooking the town. Although he originally intended to winter 
in San Miguel, he soon became a permanent fi xture. Dickinson used 
his public relations acumen to recruit American students to a new 
art school that opened in San Miguel in 1938, the fi rst step in the 
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transformation of San Miguel into a world- renowned destination for 
expatriates and tourists. Until his death in 1998 Dickinson remained 
a central figure in San Miguel’s rapidly growing foreign community 
and was a tireless advocate for many local civic organizations and 
charities. Whereas Ledesma’s story highlights the hopes for a San 
Miguel rooted in religiosity and industrialization, Dickinson’s story 
reveals a vision of a small town with grand, international ambitions.
What was this town they stumbled upon, what kind of town did they 
help shape, and what does it help us to understand about twentieth- 
century Mexico? Even at first glance the Mexican city of San Miguel 
de Allende appears to be a study in paradox. The picturesque archi-
tecture and cobblestone streets in San Miguel’s historic center lend 
credence to its designation as a nationally protected Zone of Historic 
Monuments and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Churches, chapels, 
and former convents dating to the Spanish colonial period line the 
central city blocks, and the pealing church bells seem ubiquitous. On 
weekends Mexican families gather in the tree- lined plazas to people- 
watch as they snack on chicharrones (pork rinds) and mango topped 
with chili and lime. Plaques and tourist literature draw the visitor’s 
attention to the vital role the town played in Mexico’s nineteenth- 
century struggles for independence, thus staking a claim for the town’s 
centrality in Mexican history. Indeed San Miguel seems to be, as the 
local tourism office proudly proclaims, the “heart of Mexico.”
On the other hand, as a destination for international art connois-
seurs, foodies, spiritualists, NGO volunteers, and as home to one of 
Mexico’s largest populations of expatriates, San Miguel has an unde-
niable foreign presence. On weekday mornings English seems to be 
the lingua franca of the main plaza, also known as the Jardín. The 
longest- running weekly local newspaper, Atención, is bilingual, and 
its events calendar is filled with bridge tournaments, fundraisers for 
nonprofits, and film and speaker series intended to appeal to foreign 
residents and visitors. Tourists line up to get their afternoon caffeine 
fix at the Starbucks adjacent to the Jardín. San Miguel’s foreign resi-
dents make up about 10 percent of the total population (an estimated 
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16,000 out of 160,383 total residents in 2010), and their concentration 
in the city’s historic center makes their presence all the more striking.3
In 2013 Condé Nast Traveler readers selected San Miguel as the best 
tourism destination in the world, and the city consistently appears as 
a recommended destination in publications such as Travel + Leisure, 
U.S. News and World Report, and the Los Angeles Times.4 How did this 
once small, quiet town near Mexico’s geographic center become the 
object of international accolades? This book explores the apparent 
contradictions of San Miguel, as both “typically Mexican” and jarringly 
foreign. It examines how over the course of the twentieth century 
these seemingly disparate conditions, exemplified by Stirling Dick-
inson and Emigdio Ledesma Pérez, emerged in tandem.
From the vantage point of the twenty- first century it is clear that 
various tourism promoters’ attempts to secure recognition for San 
Miguel’s historical significance and to attract international tourists 
have largely succeeded, but for most of the twentieth century this was 
Fig. 1. A plaque outside the municipal tourism office on the main square in 2007. 
The municipal government adopted the motto El Corazón de México (The Heart 
of Mexico) for its tourist promotional materials. Photograph by the author.
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not a foregone conclusion. Narratives about the inevitability of San 
Miguel’s status as a tourist destination, propagated by Mexicans and 
foreigners, obscure a more complicated history of conflict, collabo-
ration, successes, failures, and unintended consequences. The most 
common of these narratives— the myth that the Mexican government 
declared San Miguel a national monument in 1926— first piqued my 
own academic interest in the town. In the early 2000s this claim 
was ubiquitous in tourism promotional materials, in newspaper and 
magazine articles about San Miguel, and on websites for local hotels 
and language schools, although since 2008 it has been eclipsed by 
an emphasis on the city’s UNESCO status. Even as a young historian- 
in- training I found this “fact” problematic on many levels. It seemed 
implausible that the Mexican government, still working to consoli-
date power as the proverbial revolutionary dust settled, would have 
expended energy declaring provincial towns to be national monu-
ments. I considered that perhaps this effort was part of the process of 
consolidating authority, but no other towns made a similar assertion 
until the 1930s. No evidence emerged to support this spurious claim.
This led to a more fascinating set of questions. Why would some-
one fabricate such a story? Why are people so quick to believe it? 
The myth itself seems to have emerged out of a series of misunder-
standings rather than malicious intent. Yet the second part of the 
problem— why people accept the myth— presents more interesting 
possibilities that get to the heart of this book. The 1926 myth provides 
a neat, linear story that simultaneously legitimizes claims about San 
Miguel’s historical significance and frees Mexican proponents of 
the tourism industry as well as foreign visitors and residents from 
responsibility for any negative outcomes. If the federal government 
made this top- down decision, then everyone else was merely a passive 
observer or simply reacting to make the best of the situation. In this 
version of history individuals such as Dickinson and Ledesma are 
largely irrelevant because these processes were set in motion years 
before they arrived. This narrative also obscures decades of efforts 
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to obtain recognition and resources from the state and federal gov-
ernment, as well as decades of debates about whether tourism was 
the best economic development strategy. This book unravels that 
history to show that, far from a foregone conclusion, San Miguel’s 
current status as an international tourist destination is the result of 
more than fifty years of individual agency, historical contingencies, 
and even happenstance.
If the details of San Miguel’s history are unique, the town’s historical 
trajectory is far from exceptional, which is why San Miguel’s struggles 
help illustrate larger historical processes. This study provides three 
critical insights into how residents of provincial cities in Mexico 
and beyond grappled with economic and cultural change. First, it 
uncovers the decisions, strategies, successes, and pitfalls behind San 
Miguel’s shift from an agricultural economy to a service- based econ-
omy between the aftermath of one economic crisis in the 1930s and 
another in the 1980s. Although it was evident that agriculture alone 
would not lead San Miguel out of nearly a century of economic decline 
and stagnation, until the 1930s no clear alternative emerged. By the 
late 1930s a group of local elites had joined forces with a handful of 
newcomers to pursue another course. They envisioned San Miguel as 
a destination for those interested in history and the arts and pursued a 
number of strategies to bring their vision to fruition, including historic 
preservation efforts, the founding of an international school for the 
fine arts, and the creation of basic tourism infrastructure. These elites 
crafted a narrative about San Miguel that emphasized its central role 
in the colonial past and Mexico’s early struggles for independence. 
It is important to note that the emerging narrative carefully elided 
the recent history of decline and upheaval in the postrevolutionary 
period. To paraphrase an observation of elites in interwar Charleston, 
South Carolina, San Miguel’s elites turned to the past as a means of 
responding to anxieties and aspirations in the present.5
This book examines the hopes and ambitions of political, economic, 
and cultural elites, as well as those of ordinary sanmiguelenses (resi-
dents of San Miguel) as they struggled to chart a path for their town’s 
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future. Many Sanmiguelenses objected to this strategy and pressed 
local officials to consider other options. Petitions to government 
officials, letters and editorials printed in local newspapers, handbills 
distributed to religious congregations, calls to the local radio station, 
and successful and failed business initiatives convey a sense of opti-
mism for the town and the nation that was coupled with an awareness 
of the precarious, fleeting nature of the possibilities on the horizon. 
Residents contested both the narrative of San Miguel’s history that 
local elites had crafted and the goal— a tourism- based economy— and 
their objections frequently hinged on competing notions of what it 
meant to be modern and Mexican. For instance, at the height of the 
midcentury period of economic growth commonly referred to as the 
“Mexican miracle,” many locals argued that industrialization, rather 
than tourism, was the real path to Mexican modernity. This story 
reveals how Sanmiguelenses from different walks of life confronted 
economic uncertainty and imagined other possibilities in the twen-
tieth century. It contributes to the growing body of scholarship that 
challenges simplistic characterizations of twentieth- century Mexican 
economic history.6 Moreover, a focus on the specific experiences of 
Sanmiguelenses reveals a history that resonates with towns and cities 
around the world.7
This book also challenges us to rethink how Mexicans debated and 
defined their national identity and does so by demonstrating how the 
high economic stakes motivating those debates, the actors involved, 
and ideas about what it means to be Mexican evolved over time. This 
is not a story of how individual Mexicans defined their own personal 
identities but an exploration of how notions about national identity 
became intertwined with discussions about economic development. 
For much of the twentieth century Sanmiguelenses sought to link 
their town to different aspects of Mexican identity, whether through 
its historic architecture, the contributions of historic figures, or the 
cultural and religious practices of its residents. As San Miguel’s tourism 
industry expanded and its foreign population grew, this task took on 
a new urgency as residents attempted to distinguish their town from 
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other Mexican destinations on the one hand and to protect against 
the encroachment of foreign cultural influences on the other. By the 
1980s the limits of these efforts to link national identity and economic 
development became apparent. Mexico’s 1982 debt crisis dramatically 
reduced government resources and limited the number of Mexicans 
who could afford to travel, prompting local officials to reframe San 
Miguel not only as significant to Mexican history and identity but also 
as a place that was globally significant. This process culminated in the 
2008 designation of San Miguel as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
This study therefore extends the chronology of the scholarly literature 
on postrevolutionary Mexican state formation and national identity 
formation to include the neoliberal era.8
Finally, this study historicizes midcentury American and Canadian 
migration to Latin America and demonstrates the implications of those 
migrants’ presence for the surrounding community. The role of foreign 
influences in San Miguel (whether perceived as potential panacea 
or pernicious threat) emerges as a central theme in local narratives 
about Mexican identity. All of Mexico experiences varying degrees of 
foreign influence, but San Miguel also has a disproportionate share of 
foreign residents when compared to most places beyond the border 
region, the beach resorts, and the capital. The foreign population 
grew from a mere handful in the 1930s to approximately 10 percent 
of the total population in 2010. The vast majority of these foreigners 
hailed from the United States and Canada, but others ventured to 
San Miguel from South America, the Philippines, Japan, Spain, and 
the Balkans, just to name a few. As a result, debates about Mexican 
national identity in twentieth- century San Miguel were not based on 
abstract notions, theories, and ideals but rooted in everyday experi-
ences and interactions with foreigners. This study explores how San 
Miguel became a “gringo” paradise, who these foreign individuals were, 
what brought them to San Miguel, and why many decided to stay. It 
also charts how they navigated and negotiated complex relationships 
with local residents. Although these foreigners came to Mexico for 
a variety of reasons and described themselves in different ways, in 
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most cases I refer to them collectively as the “foreign population” or 
as “expatriates.” In chapter 3 I explore in greater detail the challenges 
these terms pose.9 The history of San Miguel’s foreign population and 
its relationship with local Mexicans will resonate with communities 
around the globe as first worlders continue their search for that next, 
authentic, unspoiled paradise to call home.10
Explored through these three lenses, the history of San Miguel in 
the twentieth century morphs into a story about tourism and eco-
nomic development, about what happens when the utopian visions 
of a national revolution come up against competing local aspirations, 
about the triumph of neoliberal economic development models in the 
global south, and about the effects an influential foreign population 
has on ideas about national identity. This study offers key insights 
into how towns and cities in Mexico and beyond grappled with eco-
nomic and cultural change over the course of the twentieth century 
and provides vital historical context for the promise and perils of a 
shift to a service- based economy. Ultimately the chapters that fol-
low demonstrate how San Miguel de Allende can simultaneously be 
typically Mexican and palpably foreign, as well as how the histories 
behind each process were inextricably intertwined.
Scholarly attention to San Miguel de Allende has been surprisingly 
limited. Historians of Mexico seem to have disregarded this “gringo-
landia” as too foreign to have anything significant to offer, and although 
San Miguel has been the subject of many popular histories, newspaper 
and magazine articles, documentaries, and Internet blogs, most of 
these are riddled with historical inaccuracies. Scholarship that does 
exist on twentieth- century San Miguel tends to focus on either the 
Mexicans or the foreigners.11 This book argues that you cannot under-
stand one part of the story without the other because these groups 
do not exist in separate, distinct spheres. Instead the experiences of 
Mexicans and foreigners in San Miguel have been deeply entangled 
and mutually constitutive, codefined through the vast ripple effects 
of the service economy and through quotidian interactions in homes 
and businesses across the city. San Miguel’s story is indeed a very 
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Mexican story, rooted in major events, debates, and concerns that 
resonated across the nation. This history builds upon the long tradition 
of scholars interested in how ideas about Mexicanness are rooted in 
specific spaces and local experiences.12 But it is also a variation of a 
borderlands history, a story of what happens when different cultures 
come into contact, often in intimate settings.13 San Miguel de Allende 
engages current scholarly debates about identity and development 
in twentieth- century Mexico, but also pushes beyond those debates 
to connect to broader transnational histories.
The first two chapters examine the origins and early development 
of San Miguel’s tourism industry and lay the groundwork for under-
standing local responses to foreign tourists in particular. Chapter 1 
analyzes how San Miguel evolved from a community on the economic, 
political, and cultural margins of postrevolutionary Mexico into a 
typical Mexican town (población típica), as designated by the Gua-
najuato state legislature in 1939. The chapter argues that a coalition 
comprising local elites and transnational figures such as José Mojica 
(the Mexican opera singer who spent several years performing in 
Chicago and Hollywood), Stirling Dickinson (the artist and writer 
from Chicago), and the Peruvian intellectual Felipe Cossío del Pomar 
turned to an international solution— tourism— to revive San Miguel’s 
economy and to legitimate its Mexicanness. These efforts provided 
the foundation for San Miguel’s tourism industry and its integration 
into Mexico’s national narrative as a “typical town.” Chapter 2 juxta-
poses the growth of San Miguel’s reputation as a destination for U.S. 
tourists and artists with the efforts of a parish priest to reinvigorate 
Catholicism in the region. These parallel developments collided in 
1949 as the result of a boycott at San Miguel’s art school— an incident 
that involved Mexico’s most famous artists, including David Alfaro 
Siqueiros, and the highest levels of the U.S. and Mexican governments. 
The turmoil surrounding the boycott exposed the incompatibility of 
the conflicting visions for San Miguel’s future, while also highlighting 
the central role foreign visitors had come to play in both local and 
national economic development strategies.
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